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A new Ref.6 has been added which reads as follows:

[6] A. Rosly, in the Proceedings of the International Seminar on Group Theoretical Methods
in Physics, Nauka, Moscow (1983) Vol.1, p.263;
A. Galperin et al., Class. Quant. Grav. 1 (1984) 469.

Old Ref.6 has been changed to Ref.7.

Both references are cited in the text on p.9, the line immediately below Eq.(46):

The solutions of this equation were analyzed in Refs.[6,7].
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ABSTRACT

The fundamentals of the Diff( S 4 ) and the SDiffi S2) gauge theories are developed.
It is shown that (he adjoint representation of SU(oo) is described by a divergentless two dimen-
sional vector field defined on the sphere. The SU( oo) Yang-Mills gauge action obtained earlier by
Floratos et al. is reviewed. The problem of the zero modes is solved without need of any constraint.
The fundamental representations of SU( oo) and the gauge matter couplings are discussed.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Infinite dimensional algebras have played a central role in the development of string
theories. They appear also in the study of higher extended objects. One of the current example is the
area-preserving diffeomorphismsoftne two sphere S 2 : SD\ff(S2) [1]. This is a subgroup of the
general coordinate transformations on S1 which has been shown to describe a residual symmetry of
the spherical membrane [2]. Denoting by f = (p,cos 9) the two degrees of freedom parametrizing
the sphere S 2 , the infinitesimal transformations of SDiffi S 2 ) Si" = £" - £" are given by

0 =*• (1)

where c°* is the two dimensional antisymmetric tensor, T( Q is an arbitrary real function defined
onS1.

Recently, E.G. Floratos et al. [3] have used the equivalence between SDiff(S2) and
SU{N), N —• oo [4] to reformulate the SU( oo) gauge invariant Yang-Mills theory as a Poisson
gauge theory. Here the four dimensional space rime SU(oo) gauge fields A^x) = A°(x)t"
a =* 1 TV2 — 1, W —»oo are replaced by a C-number function A^i x, f) defined on Mt ® S2,
the Minkowski space times the sphere S2. The new gauge field A,,(x,0 which can be expanded
in an infinite harmonic series obey the nonlocal constraint:

f
Js1

(2)

or equivalently by introducing the spherical harmonic Y^m) ( 0 > where t > 0 , |m| < t are positive
integers:

15]

HIS*

The space-time functions A^:T°}(,x) are harmonic modes obtained by inverting Eq.(3)

~ f
Js*

(4)

The SU(N) l i e commutators [ , ] are replaced by the Poisson brackets { , } that we
recall hereafter for two given functions / and g defined on S2:

(5)

Note moreover that we have the following identity

A T - 1

(-0
(6)

F



which may be viewed as on heuristic argument of the equivalence between SDiffi. S2) and SU( N);
JV-KJO.

The St7( oo) gauge invariant Yang-Mills action proposed in Ref. [3] reads as follows:

) , (7)S[A] ~ f <?x f (

where F^ is the Poisson gauge field strength given by

and where we have set the SU(oo) gauge coupling constant g = lim^r-™ N
Poisson gauge transforamtions leaving the action Bq.(7) invariant have the form

(8)

1. The

(9)

where u is the poisson gauge parameter. Note that contrary to the parameter T ( £ ) of Eq.(l), w
depends on the space-time coordinates x* and moreover should satisfy the constraint equation:

(10)

Eqs.(2) and (10) can be regarded as the condition defining the adjoint representation of

In this paper, we develop the fundamentals of the Poisson gauge theory. We show that
the natural SDiffi S2) gauge field is described by the two-dimensional vector field A*( x, 0 =
e^dhAp (x,Q, where A^ is an unconstrained function carrying the zero modes Al

u°<a> (x) namely:

4OlO>(z) + RHSot Eq.3 (11)

Fields that transform under the adjoint representation of SU(oo) are shown to be de-
scribed by a divergentless two dimensional vector field ̂ "; da<t>" = 0 . The traceless property of the
SU( N), N -* oo gauge representation A° (t) t°; a = 1 , . . . , JVZ - 1 is equivalent to (see Eq.(2)):

S1
lim Tr{taAaAx)) (12)

The resulting SDiffi S1) gauge action describing the SU( oo) Yang-Mills gauge theory
reads instead of Eq.(7) as:

S[A] ~
u* Js*

(13)

No constraint on A* (x, 0 such as that given by Eq.(2) is needed here. We show also the Diffi S2 )
gauge action generalizing Eq.(13) is given by

f (14)

where h9t,(Q is the metric of the 2-sphere, h = det(Aal) and where the fields A° and F£v have
now a non vanishing two dimensional divergence:

(15)

The presentation is as follows: First we examine the gauge theory of the Diff(S2)
group as it is the large group. Then we consider the interesting case of the SDiff( S2 ) subgroup by
imposing the constraint Eq.(l). Finally we discuss the fundamental representations of the SU( N)
group when JV ~» oo. The gauge matter couplings are given.

2. THE Diff( S2 ) GAUGE POTENTIAL A*

In this section, we derive the constraint equations of the four dimensional space-time
DiffiS2) gauge theory. We show that the basic potential field carries a D - 4 Lorentz and a
DiffiS1) vector indices: A'.

To start recall that the gauge field A,,(x,0 of the Floratos et al. modelEqs.(l)and(2)is
a SDiff(S2) scalar function defined on MA XS2. The corresponding gauge parameter w Eq.(9)
is an induced x-dependent function on $2. This can be understood by proceeding as follows:

First observe that in the central coordinate basis ( i * i , f ) of Af4 ® S2 an z-independent
infinitesimal coordinate transformation of S2 reads as:

(16)

In this basis, the derivatives VM = d^ and P a = 9O satisfy among other features the
following identity:

fIVI>a] = 0 . (17)

This relation is in fact a constraint equation which reflects the tensor product property of the six
dimensional space: A/4 <8> S2. We shall require this equation to be satisfied in any local coordinate
system of Mi



Moreover, note that under the coordinate transformations Eqs.(16), a two dimensional

contravariant vector field ^B(x,£) transforms as

x,f) (18)

The space-time derivative of ^ o (x , f ) ; %<t>* varies in a similar way since fl^r<f) = 0;

For a two-dimensional scalar field 4>(x, £) only the first terms of Eqs.(18) and (19) sur-

Thc next step is to introduce the new (covariant) coordinate basis ( i * , a") given by

«F> = f' + « * ( x I O l (20)

where u°(x, f) is a two-dimensional contravariant vector field defined on the Af« ® S 2 space. It
is the bridge between the central and the new coordinate systems.

Furthermore, the derivatives PM and P o which had a simple form in the central basis
acquire connections A^ and Aa in the new basis Eq.(20):

P . = d. (21)

The potentials Ap and Aa can be expressed in terms of the bridge field i/"( i , 0 with the help of
the following formula

_9_,^£i2l_L_ ( 22 )

We find the relations

(23)

Observe that the gauge fields A* and AJ are not independent fields. Both of them are
expressed in terms of the bridge v a ( z , ( ) . The relations (2.3) are nothing else but the solution of
the constraint equation (17)

^ J 0 , (24)

in the central basis. Recall that the space-time derivative of a two dimensional contravariant vector
field<j>°(x,0\dlltf>''(x,0 reads in the coordinate basis Eq.(20) as:

- M*y> (25)

Eq.(25) is just the space-time covariant derivative of the vector field <j>°. For the scalars, the third

tenn in the RHS of Eq.(26) is absent.

At the end of this section, we would like to make two remarks. The first one is that we
shall not use the solutions of the gauge fields given by Eqs.(23). The bridge v° play a secondary
role in our approach. The potentials A°(x, a) and A\(x,a) are therefore the gauge fields of this
theory. The second remark is that because of the constraint Eq.(24) there is only one basic field
say -4°(x, a). A% can be calculated out of J4°. The latter is then the unconstrained potential of the
DiffiS2) gauge theory. It carries a D = 4 Lorentz vector index and a DiffiS2) one.

THE DJFF (S 2 ) GAUGE ACTION

In the coordinate system ( X*, cr") the Lie commutator of the covariant-space-n'me deriva-
tives [ P M , I \ ] , is given by

(Xj ff) — Q[a>

(26)

In what follows, we want to check that the space-time dependent gauge transformations of F£v

generalizing the Floratos et al. transformation laws Eq.(9) namely:

where w° = w"( i , CT) , are indeed the Diff (S2) gauge transformations.

To begin, consider the variation of Eqs.(20) with respect to the coordinates £ of the central
basis

SX" =

(28)

Then using Eq.(16), one sees that an infinitesimal coordinate transformation on S 2 in the central
basis induces the following space-time dependent quantity in the new coordiante basis {x,o)

(29)

Remark that one can also express the parameter r = r(f) in terms of the function w(x,cr)
of the new basis. It reads up to the second order in the bridge field as follows:



(30)

Finally under the variation Eq.(29), it is not difficult to see that the transformation rule of
a two-dimensional Diff( S2) contravariant vector field p in the covariant coordinate basis reads

as
(31)

Therefore the field strength F^, transforms exactly as a two dimensional contravariant vector field
under the DiffiS2) transformations Eq.(29).

as:

The Diff( Sz) gauge action for the gauge field A J( x, a) can be easily guessed. It reads

( ?f d 2 A f c ^ ( ) F ' " ' ' ( ) (32)

where hat is the metric of the 2-spheie in the coordinate system (cr1, a1) and h = det (/>„&) • Note
that the above action is manifestly invariant under the general coordinate transformations of S2.
In the next section we shall examine the derivation of the SU(oo) Yang-Mills theory from the
DiffiS2) OIK.

4. THE POISSON GAUGE FIELD

From the above study, one learns that a Poisson gauge transformation is an area-preserving
diffeomorphism of S2. In the central basis (x, O these transformations are given by Eqs.(16) to-
gether with (see also Eq.(l)).

(33)

Using now Eq.(30), one gets on one hand the induced SDiff{SP) coordinate transformations in
the coordiante basis (x, a) namely;

6X=0; 6a" = u q ( i , a )

(34)
a-l

where ui = w(x, a) is the Poisson gauge parameter appearing in Eq.(9). On the other hand we find
that the bridge field v" should obey the constraint equation

2

E = o => (35)

Furthermore, putting this relation in Eq.(23), one discovers that the gauge field J4J( X, a)

obeys itself the same property. Thus we have:

A'Ax.a) = £a\dtA{x,a)) . (36)

This equation may be also obtained by using Eq.(34) and the gauge transformation of the potential
A$ given by the first relation of Eqs.(27). We find after some algebra

(37)

Expanding the gauge potential A^x, a) in a harmonic series namely

(38)

and plugging back in Eq.(36) one sees that the SDiffi S1) gauge field J4J( X, a) has no zero mode
( x). The same discussion is valid for the gauge parameter w without need of the Floratos et

al. extra constraint Eqs.(2) and (10).

The result of Ref.[3] is recovered in our study by factorizing the two dimensional deriva-
tive operator da. This is easily seen in Bq,.(37) from which we get

but without the constraint Eqs.(2) and (10).

As a result we should say that the adjoint representation of SU( N) when JV goes to oo
is described by a SDiff( S1) contravariant vector field ̂ " (defined on the sphere S1 and obeying
the condition

this relation satisfies identically the traceless property Eqs.(2),(10) and (12). We have shown by
explicit calculations that this feature holds for the SDiff(S2) gauge field AJ and the gauge pa-
rameter. Moreover, one can verify that this feature applies also for the SDiff(S2) gauge field
strength Ffv Eqs.(27) and (36):

(41)

The SDiff(S2) gauge action that follows from Eq.(32) and (40) reads then as follows:



where C( x) is given by

1 6 7T
(43)

Actually the above quantity may be viewed as a two dimensional free action. The SDiff(S2)

gauge field strength F^ is a two-dimensional propagating free scalar. This is the difference with
the result of Ref.[3]. Moreover, setting

(44)

Eq.(43) reduces to Eq.( 13).

5. THE MATTER COUPLINGS

In this section we give the matter couplings in the SDiffi. S1) gauge theory. Recall that
the adjoint representation of SU( oo) ~ SDiffiS2) has the following formal decomposition:

AJ}(SU(°o)) = © (Mi l ) , (45)

where the positive integer i is the weight of the SU{ 2) irreducible representations. In the MA ® S2

space, this representation is described by the divergentless gauge field given by Eq.(36).

Matter fields in the fundamental representation K(N*) of S[/(N), N —f 00 are also
described by functions on MA ® S2. Their SU(2) formal decomposition is roughly speaking given
by the square root of Eq.(4S). This means that we should have:

ton (K®&') = © (2i+\) . (46)

The solutions of this equation were analyzed in Ref.[6]. The simple one corresponds to:

lim £L= e (2k+ 1) . (47)

In the language of fields, Eq.(47) is described by a two dimensional SDt ff{ S2) complex
scalar function ^( x, a) defined on M« ® S2:

(48)

Moreover, under the gauge transformations Eq.(34), the matter fields <f> and </>* vary as
follows

9

(49)

and so is the covariant derivatives V^ and V^* {see Eqs.(31) and Eq.(39)). Note that the zero

modes tf>( °i0) (x) and ^ °i0) (1) do not have interactions proportional to the square of the coupling

constant since we have
* f l < t > . (50)

(51)

where C( A) is given by Eq.(13) and £( 4>, ZV0) reads for D = 4 Lorentz scalar fields 4> and <j>* as
follows:

) • (52)

The Lagrangian describing the matter couplings is of die form

A similar result is valid for D = 4 Lorentz spinors. note that the stationarity of the action Eq.(S2)
under the symplectic transformations Eq.(34) is ensured by the following property:

f d2

Js*
(53)

for any given continuous function / ( 1 , CT) defined on S1.
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